
You can do this!
Go from guessing to knowing in a few simple steps!

.com.au

Know your current
position with as much
detail as you can pull together

How much cash do you have?
What must go out?
What’s really coming in?
Should I do some serious marketing?

What support is available?

Tax Office deferrals and payments
Suppliers, lemders and landlords
Apprentice wage support
Government guaranteed 
bank loans
Centrelink
Business advisors

Work out what cash you need
for the next 6 months.
Longer if possible.

Include everything
Expect worst case on income
Best estimate is what you need, not
perfection

Imagine what else you can
offer your customers

Do they need support?
Can you offer them support?
Can you change your product or
service mix?

How can I keep my employees?

Can I keep them safe?
Can I pay them?
Can they work offsite?
Do they take leave?
     with or without pay?
If I have to terminate their employment
can I get them back?

You can now ask “What if?”
Be a prophet and make some
assumptions with all you know 

What if:
     I get shut down?
     I get ill or a key person succumbs?

Spend some time on this. More is better.

Keep up to date with changes
from trusted sources

Be prepared to change your plan

The situation is fluid and you need to
be ready to adapt.
Have you updated your “what if?”
scenarios?
Are your resources ready to go?
Have you had conversations with
your employees and stakeholders? 

Above all, lay the groundwork
for the upturn.

It will arrive faster than you think
and those who are prepared will be
full steam and ahead of the pack.

Government websites and feeds
Trusted and certified advisors

News agencies provide highlights
and o�en inadvertently mislead
Your “mates at the pub” know very little

If you need us, we are ready to help fill in the blanks. tel 1300268257ClearThinkn®


